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ABSTRACT

The paper "Does Epistemological Holism imply Meaning Holism?" (in this volume)
touches one of the main problems of a molecularist theory of meaning: how to restrict the class
of inferences connected with a word, in order to define the sense of the word. I will discuss the
starting point of this approach, mainly the pre-theoretical criterion against meaning holism:
meaning holism, following a well known  argument by Dummett, reduces communication to a
mystery. However there is a strong background assumption of this argument: communication
is sharing the same meanings. Accepting this assumption without acknowledging it makes the
entire proposal more problematic than it appears at first sight. In what follows I will try to
clarify the possibility of a different reaction to meaning  holism, putting forward some
distinctions which come to the light when the above said assumption is made explicit. Then,
some other comments will follow on the difficulty to avoid extreme meaning holism, even
inside Cozzo's elegant attempt to implement a molecularist vision; eventually his notion of the
sense of a word will appear to be difficult to define, if these holistic aspects of language take
the space they deserve even in his theory. I conclude with two remarks regarding two relevant
requirements for a theory of meaning (conservativness and harmony).

INTRODUCTION

I. A (misleading?) picture behind our pre-theoretical criteria:

three models of communication

Our pre-theoretical criteria seem to give us some support in saying that the meaning of an

expression in not connected with the meaning of all other expressions: to understand

"strawberry" I do not need to understand "hairdryer"1. Meaning holism, on the contrary,

claims that the meaning of a word depends on the entire web of meanings and beliefs.

However it is almost impossible for two speakers to share exactly all meanings and beliefs;

therefore, accepting meaning holism, there were no common meanings to share and therefore

there was neither agreement nor disagreement. Hence the picture of meaning holism is

                                                
1

 The example is taken from Cozzo's paper. I will try to make my paper partly independent from the reading of the
original paper under discussion. However  a careful reading of Cozzo's paper will help to understand my points. The
main steps of Cozzo's paper are the following:
1) We have pre-theoretical criteria against Meaning Holism, which reduces communication to a mystery.
2) Extreme Epistemological Holism leads to Meaning Holism and it is to be rejected.
3) Moderate Epistemological Holism does not lead to Meaning Holism only under certain conditions.
4)  The desiderata of a Theory of Meaning consistent with Moderate Epistemological Holism and not leading to

Meaning holism  are:
a)      connection between meaning and epistemic value
b) primitive meaning-constitutive epistemic properties
c) a transitive relation of presupposition.

5) Justificationist Theories of Meaning fail to match the challenge to be consistent with Moderate Epistemological
Holism. The main problems are the principle of conservativness and the principle of harmony.
7) Therefore we need a new constructivist theory (based on a principled distinction between primitive and derivative

epistemological properties, which does not amount to the classical distinction between analytic and synthetic)
without the requirements of conservativness and harmony.

I will mainly discuss points 1), 4c) and 5).



untenable because it "leaves it a mystery how we manage to communicate with one another as

successfully as we do" (Dummett 1991, p.237).

The steps of the argument against meaning holism are the following:

- meaning is something we share in communication

- therefore we need to attach the same meanings to expressions

- holism makes us attach different meanings

-  communication becomes a mystery

In order to accept the argument we need to accept the premises. However the first

premise, although very intuitive and apparently sound, depends on a picture of communication

which can be disputed. We might as well reject the premise and have other pictures of how

communication works. The standard picture assumes that in communication we exchange

meanings or conceptual contents. Therefore in any dialogue, in order to have a real

communication, two speakers need to attach the same meanings to the same words; if this does

not happen, the communication would be a misunderstanding, and in the long run would not

succeed.

Take an example:

     

picture 0: "have a strawberry"

What do they need to share in order to understand each other? They need to attach the

same meaning to the expressions. Let us assume, as Cozzo does in his paper, that meanings are



sets of inferences2. We might express them as meanings postulates of the kind "x is a

strawberry → x is red&fruit&small" or just say that a strawberry has the property of being a

small red fruit. The main problem for a molecularist theory of meaning is to define which set

of properties or inferences is the one defining the meaning of a word. We may imagine that the

two participants in the dialog get from some objective data base - given by the socially shared

linguistic practice - the meaning of "strawberry" as a set of defaults like:

"Strawberry" for John       "Strawberry" for Mary

a red berry, sweet and a red berry, sweet and
normally picked in field normally picked in field

     
picture 1: "have a strawberry" with "shared meaning"

What is misleading in this picture? It is apparently a very strong idealization of what is

going on in any dialogue. Since Putnam it is very sensible to think of other possibilities of

interaction and of different pictures of how communication succeeds. Typically two people

may learn the same expression through different training, therefore through very different

inferences. Their different sets of inferences may constitute the basic meanings they attach to

the word. Let us suppose, for instance, that the boy offering a strawberry as a present is a

person from the countryside, used to pick strawberries in fields, while the girl is city dweller,

who gas never seen a strawberry in a field, but only during her morning shopping, usually

done daily just after drying her hair. Still, notwithstanding the differences, some relevant

properties should be in common3. Maybe we cannot decide in advance which properties must

be shared, but certainly some from a group of relevant properties will. Our picture of how

communication does not change much in respect of our previous schema, and might be like the

following:

                                                
2  The "sense of a word" is the set of (inferential) properties which concerns the word, where the relation of
"concern" is linked to the relation of presupposition. I will return later on details about this; see note 10.
3 They would be - to use Cozzo's terminology -  meaning-constitutive epistemic properties.



"Strawberry"     for     John              "Strawberry"   for   Mary

A red berry        <-------- > A red fruit
picked up in fields                 <---??--- > bought in shops
(after sunrise)               <---??--- > (after hairdrying)
Sweet, good to eat    <-------- > Sweet,good to eat
To be taken for free <---??--- > Very expensive

picture 2: "have a strawberry" with slightly different background assumptions

This is a very common pattern of communication; when two people with slightly

different idiosyncratic set of inferences meet, they still attribute some common properties to the

lexical item in question. However we may push the mental experiment further; in the picture

above we still maintain that at least some inferences are shared between the two persons:

strawberries are edible and they are something red. However we might think that John knows

that they are edible and red, and Mary - being used to buy very unripe strawberries for

ornamental purposes - thinks that strawberries are green and that they are sold just to be put on

the table as ornaments.

"strawberry" for John       "strawberry" for Mary
red fruit                                                                               green vegetable           
edible and sweet                                                                 not edible; ornamental
to be picked up in fields                                                       to be bought in shop
I take it for free                                                                   It is very expensive
            

       Picture 3: two disjunctive sets of properties - different background assumptions

In this last case no property is shared among the speakers, but the property of attaching

a name "strawberry" to an object such as fruit or vegetable, whose typical shape is recognized

(even if one sees it as red and the other as green). What will happen in communication? The

goal of communication will be reached if John will succeed in making Mary understand that



the strawberry is a present and is to be eaten, or at least if "strawberry" is a word referring to

what he has in his hand (so that she might ask: "what? Is this a strawberry?"). The

communication is not successful if Mary thinks that John wants her to have some kind of drug

contained in one of those ornamental vegetables called "strawberry", painted with red on

purpose, and she runs away. The communication is interrupted, as often happens.

Communication is in constant danger and there is no assurance on successful communication.

Therefore, if communication is to be successful, we need to find some common

properties attributed to the same item; but these properties are apparently NOT constitutive of

the item, but occasional. It is the use you make of the lexical item in the context of discourse

which gives it a role, independent of all the previously defined properties. In trying to share

something the two speakers, starting from disjunct sets of premises, build a new set of

inferences, which converges to a common goal. In this case we may assume, for instance, that

the language game suggests the receiver to think that the strawberry is intended as a present,

which is the most relevant fact about the strawberry. We might assume also that, beyond the

(limited) inferential competence of the two speakers, there is a certain degree of referential

competence4 about "strawberry" (the shape, if not the color) [This is really a very weak

assumption: the need to understand the role of a lexical item - in this case the mere fact that

"strawberry refers to the object under consideration].

There is something in the last picture which seems to go too far. We would say that

Mary is mistaken in thinking that strawberries are not edible, that she loses some relevant

constitutive features of strawberries, where "constitutive" means also "important for the society

and well known to most speakers". If the communication will be successful Mary will arrive at

a better understanding of the meaning of "strawberry"; she will learn from the expert, John in

this case,5 that a typical strawberry is red and sweet. Eventually, the social aspect of language

will be vindicated in the construction of a successful communication. Still, language often

works in cases like our example (3) and we have to take care also of the case in which the

success of communication is really unpredictable.

How can we classify these three different pictures of communication? We need to see

the differences about what is held as necessary for communication to take place; therefore the

easiest way is to see the different scope of the necessity operator regarding the sharing of some

property.  We might distinguish three claims behind our three pictures above6:

                                                
4  See Marconi 1997. Even if Mary thinks of strawberries as green vegetables, she may easily recognize - in
what John offers her. - something similar to her prototypical strawberries.
5 I wonder whether all the discussions on sharing meaning are dependent on what we may mean with "good"
semantic competence. It can ertainly be possible that I cannot tell a strawberry from a raspberry, but I still
distinguish them from - say - a horse. But certainly "good" semantic competence should be evaluated on the
ability to make distinctions among lexical items. If you cannot characterize some different properties of two
different lexical items, you don't master the language you use. Experts should come only after a good mastery
of language, to define more subtle questions (is gold really yellow?).
6 Dummett speaks (this volume) of a "weak" and "strong" sense in which a linguistic practice is holistic.
Here I will  use the old term "molecolarism" instead of "weak" holism, because it permits to make further



(1)  Strong Molecularism, where

∃ p 1 (p is shared in communication) 7

Molecularism assumes that there exists a set of necessary basic inferences (constitutive

of the meaning) which must be shared in order for the communication to be successful.

Following Fodor and Lepore, molecularists are bound to fall into two options: either to have a

necessarily shared property and accept the analytic synthetic distinction or to reject the analytic

synthetic distinction and fall into meaning holism. Cozzo (in this volume) gives an interesting

solution to the problem of a principled distinction between primitive and derivative properties

which aims not to coincide with the distinction between analytic and synthetic, avoiding

therefore the criticism of Fodor-Lepore. There is a different answer to the Fodor-Lepore

challenge, and it is a weaker form of molecularism:

(2) Weak Molecularism, where:

1 ∃ p (p is shared in communication)

Here there is no requirement of a fixed set of shared meaning-constitutive properties. In order

to have molecularism instead of holism, it is sufficient that the speakers necessarily share some

of these properties, without deciding which in advance. This solution has been advanced by

Perry (1994) and Marconi (1997), and seems a clear formulation of our second picture.

The third picture proposed, the one in which it is allowed that nothing in common is

shared at the beginning in two different idiolects might be classified as:

(3) Idiolect & Local  Holism, where:

◊ ∃ P P is shared in communication

This step needs some explanation. We might assume that two speakers have two disjunct

sets of inferences justifying their uses of a word or a concept. This might be possible, even if it

does not sound reasonable to think of that possibility about every word or concept. Keeping

our example in mind  John and Mary might really have totally different sets of inferences

linked to "strawberry"; however they may begin to build a new set of properties, beginning

                                                                                                                                           
distinctions. It would also be possible to speak of weak holism, moderate holism and extreme or strong
holism. However I will not treat extreme holism, but in the peculiar version of local holism.
7 Short for:  ∀  p ∃  q (q≠p & Nec (p is shared → q is shared)



with "strawberry is something which can be offered as a present", and they probably share at

least some inference connected to the concept of "present" or of "offering" or of transaction

between people. If meaning is defined by the totality of inferences in an idiolect, certainly there

is no common meaning for "strawberry". However we may understand the process of

communication between two persons who attach a completely different meaning to a single

word, as converging toward a common idiolect, using an unpredictable property (in our case

"something offered as a present"). This is not identical to case (2), where there must be a

property usually connected with the lexical item in question ("being a present" or "being used

to refer to an object in my hand" are not properties of "strawberry", but in a very occasional

way totally context dependent). To have a  possibility operator implies recognizing that

communication is always subject to danger of breaking down. If we make this step, we make

explicit another form of holism, we may call "local holism"8, where a common holistic meaning

is what is built in the course of a communication, and it is restricted to the few convergences

admitted  from the relative set of inferences of the two idiolects.

The three different pictures are intended to show that we may build different kinds of

idealization of how language as a social enterprise works. Holism, per se, is not to be rejected

as making communication impossible; on the contrary it may help to build up a new

perspective on communication, not based on previously shared meanings, but on the

construction of new unexpected inferences - based on an unpredictable construction of a

common meaning - and therefore on the change of previously accepted ones.

2. The holistic danger of the transitivity of presupposition

Cozzo claims that we have to reject Extreme epistemological holism because it leads to

Extreme Meaning Holism, which he thinks untenable. His suggestion is to accept a moderate

version of epistemological holism. Moderate epistemological holism is actually a generalisation

of the later view of Quine
9
: the totality of the scientific system is not involved in every

prediction; modest chunks suffice. Moderate Epistemological Holism seems to be waiting for a

theory of meaning; we just have the argument for which moderate Epistemological Holism is to

be recommended because it does NOT lead to extreme meaning holism.

If we accept his argument, we might accept only strong and weak molecularism as defined

above, being both compatible with moderate epistemological holism. The stance taken by

Cozzo seems nearer to some form of strong molecularism (which we might take as

synonymous of "moderate meaning holism" or in Dummett's terminology "weak" holism).

                                                
8 It is not difficult to see the similarity of this position with the Davidson's attempt in "A nice derangement
of Epitaphs". I have discuessed further the ptoblem in Penco 2002.
9 Cozzo quotes "five milestones of Empiricism", from Theories and things, Harvard U.P., Cambrisge, Mass.
1981. The alluded generalization consists in extending  Quine's moderate holism for proprieties given by
sensory stimula to epistemic properties in general. It should be noted also that a kind of "moderate" holism es
explicitly  and extensively discussed in Quine 1991.



However my impression is that his general strategy runs the risk to fall into a form of extreme

meaning  holism, against  his intentions.

The problem - specifically  - is given by his definition of "sense" of a word based on the

notion of primitive epistemic property, a property  which is characterized by the relation of

presupposition. In the paper discussed here, presupposition is a relation between two concepts

where the first presupposes the understanding of the second: to understand "room" you need

to understand "wall" and to understand "wall" you need to understand "people". Therefore to

understand "room" you need to understand "people", and the sense of "room" is the set of

epistemic properties concerning "room", among which you need to know that the walls of a

room are made by people . The form proposed by Cozzo to express presupposition is the

following:

x is in a room
------------
there are walls around x

w is a wall
-------------
x is made by people

Cozzo assumes that presupposition is a transitive relation (you need to understand

"people" in order to understand "room") but it is neither symmetric nor connected: «there can

be distinct words which are not presupposition related… there is no presupposition link

between "strawberry" and "hairdryer"».  It seem to me that in order to accept a relation of

transitivity without any restriction brings about the possibility of making the relation connected,

against the definition. The point is that a relation of transitivity among lexical items (or among

concepts) of a natural language has to take into account the deep circularity of inference

relations. A recent trend in philosophy has developed a positive account of circular definitions

of concepts10. I will not develop this trend of thought, but I will use a similar trend developed

in the construction of semantic networks in artificial intelligence.

In the tradition which starts from Quillian a semantic network is a graph whose nodes

represent concepts; usually the distance among the nodes is a measure of meaning relations:

the more distant the nodes are, the weaker the semantic relation is between them. However it is

normally possible to find paths which connect any two concepts; this is what allows the

understanding of apparently impredictable inferences such as:

don't go pick strawberries! Our  hairdryer is broken.

                                                
10 See for instance Chapuis-Gupta 1999.



There are a lot of assumptions in this reasoning, which are easily understood by any

competent speaker, given the relevant collateral information (for instance that it's going to rain

and there is no umbrella). How can we explain the facility of understanding impredictable

connections among any two lexical items or concepts? One answer is: because with the

transitivity relation among concepts - as defined by Cozzo - we may jump from a semantic

field to another semantic field running through the entire language. This however tends to

abolish the idea of meaning-constitutive properties, and suggest a extreme holistic vision of

meaning.

Let's consider an example of a fragment of semantic network, as it can be written in

KLONE-like represention language, extended with default values, where each node is a

concept, the gray arrows are class- inclusion and small arrows are two-places relations. Such a

network can be translated into a set of meaning postulates in a first order default logic.

strawberry

field

habitat

open space

place

closed
 space

weather
condition

subject_to
rain

sun

drying

drying in
closed
 space

drying in open
 space

drying
agent

agent

location

location

location

hair
dryieragent

agent

picture: semantic network

 It is certainly counter-intuitive to say that "strawberry" presupposes "hairdryer";

however there are simple steps which seems to map the intuitive transitive notion of

presupposition. I am not as good as Lewis Carrol in drawing syllogistic chains, but I will badly

imitate his ability, applying the property of transitivity on the basic presupposition of concepts,

which is defined as what has to be understood in order to understand the concept. To

understand the concept of "strawberry" you need to understand the concept of things which

grow in fields. A series of presupposition relations might run like the following: to understand



"strawberry" you need to understand "field"; to understand "field" you need to understand

"open space"; to understand "open space" you need to understand "weather conditions"; to

understand whether conditions you need to understand examples of it, like rain and sunny

weather; to understand "sunny weather" you need to understand the action of drying produced

by the sun; but to understand the process of drying you need to understand the notion of a

drying agent, which is typically the sun in open spaces or the haidryier in closed spaces. We

might make it more complicated, and more and more plausible; but the point is clear enough,

when we put the chain of reasoning in the form given by the presupposition relation as defined

by Cozzo:11

1) x is a strawberry
-----------------------------
x is typically in fields

2) x is a field
------------------------------
x is an open space

3) x is an open space
--------------------------------------
x is subject to weather conditions

4)  x is weather conditions
----------------------------------------
x is typically rain or sun

5)  x is sun (sunny weather condition)
--------------------------------------------------
x  is agent of drying

6)  x is action of drying
----------------------------------------------
x is made  by sun (in open space) or

by haidryer (in closed space)

Apparently each single step could be divided in smaller steps; nobody would deny that

every competent speaker knows that if your hair is wet you need a hairdryer. You learn it in

your basic conceptual imagery, being exposed to hairdryers since your first years of life.

Contemporary children certainly learn about hairdryer earlier than learning about strawberries.

And if we do not have any distinction between analytic and synthetic properties, we may easily

accept this apparently not-analytic chain of inferences as a basic epistemic property of the

                                                
11 In Cozzo's terminology we should say, if I am right, that in principle every primitive epistemic property
concerns every word; in fact e primitive epistemic property concerns a word W iff there is a word W* such that
P immediately concerns W* and W presupposes W*. If we take P the property which immediately concerns
"hairdryer" (e.g. "x can be used to make people's hair dry"), with a chain of presuppositions, this epistemic
property immediately concerns "hairdryer"; however "strawberry", with a long chain of presuppositions,
presupposes "hairdryer". The problem is Cozzo's notion of sense defined as what is "given by all the
primitive epistemic properties concerning W" (§7). This notion runs the risk of multiplying senses in too
many sets of properties, depending on different chains of reasoning it is possible to take.



concept of "strawberry". Besides, we may easily claim that being produced by natural elements

(like sun) or by artifacts (like haidryers) is a constitutive property of the notion of "drying".

Well, this is a joke. But I hope it casts at least some doubts on imposing a mere

transitive relation on meaning-constitutive properties intended as inferences in order to avoid

global holism. If you really do not have an analytic synthetic distinction which makes a divide

between merely linguistic and factual properties, but you have a distinction based on epistemic

features, it seems extremely difficult to avoid global holism, that is dependence of any word or

concept from any other word or concept (in other words if you accept holism from

inextricability you cannot avoid constitutive holism).

You might react saying that this dependence is restricted to certain "chunks" of

language, and among distant chunks  there is no relation at all. However the example is

intended to show that we may build connections between sectors of language (semantic fields

or chunks of language) which apparently have no relation, building up chains with intermediate

steps through any semantic field, depending on goals and interests. This is an aspect of what

might be called "semantic creativity". While "chomskyan" creativity is defined as the ability to

build an infinite number of sentences from a finite vocabulary, semantic creativity might be

defined as the ability to build an infinite number of paths through a finite number of concepts.

Is this holistic vision necessarily an extreme form of holism? Not really if we maintain

some form of "measure" of the steps we need to reach a concept from another one. The steps

to pass from "strawberry" to "hairdryer" are many; there is one step to pass from "strawberry"

to "red" or to "fruit". On the ground of computational complexity of a formula, we may still

make some distinction between more basic and less basic properties12; the fact that every

concept is linked in principle to all the other concepts does not need to imply that any concept

is defined by all the other concepts. However the question of how much a concept is deeply

and multifariously inserted in the network of a language is a problem which cannot be avoided

by any supporter of molecularism. It seems to me that, if we want to avoid an extreme holistic

theory, we need to look for further restrictions on the transitivity property of the relation of

presupposition as defined in the paper under discussion.

3.  Two short remarks on conservativness and harmony in Meaning Theory.

Let us deal eventually with the problem of defining a theory of meaning which is

compatible with moderate epistemological holism. Different options are at stake. Cozzo

considers three properties of moderate holistic theories (molecularists): molecularity, harmony

and conservativness. He suggest to keep only the first restriction and abandon the two

remaining ones. If he is right, justificationist theories of meaning such as the ones of Dummett

and Prawitz should be abandoned. The general framework would be like the following:
                                                
12 We might take into account, for instance, the difference between inferences which go towards more and
more general classes and inferences which go towards more determinate subclasses.



MOLECULARITY HARMONY CONSERVATIVNESS

Dummett + + +

Prawitz + + -

Cozzo + - -

In what follows I will give a short reply to two arguments given by Cozzo for

abandoning harmony and conservativness. I will begin with a defense of conservativness

(already abandoned by Prawitz) and eventually I will sketch an answer to the criticism of the

requirement of harmony. I am not suggesting that Cozzo is wrong, but that his arguments are

no strong enough for rejecting the two general requirement for a theory of meaning.

Conservativness and harmony are strictly linked. Conservativness can be considered a

criterion for the requirement of harmony. Therefore if harmony does not hold, there is no need

for conservativness. However we might hold to harmony without conservativness. Therefore

they need a separate treatment. Conservativness is taken from the mathematical language: a

mathematical theory with a richer language (new symbols or rules) is a conservative extension

of the original theory if we cannot derive any new consequences from the old language which

could not have been derived before the insertion of the new symbols (the new symbols and

rules are typically definitions or abbreviations).

In natural language and in the theory of meaning conservativness forbids that new

epistemic properties involving only old sentences arise as a consequence of the introduction of

new expressions. But moderate epistemological holism allows non conservative extensions in

natural language: in case of a suspected murderer, Tom, you may derive "Tom was in room 7"

from "we found this bloodstain in room7" after the introduction in the language of molecular

biology. The insertion of the new scinetific language permits to assert, among your axioms,

that "this bloodstain belongs to Tom". This was impossible before the insertion of the new

language, therefore we have a non conservative extension of our natural language.

I think that everybody would agree that new expressions and scientific concepts

embedded in natural language sometimes produce a non conservative extension of the

language. However the point made once by Dummett is not completely answered: Dummett

made an example about the introduction in a language of the very vulgar French term "Boche"

used for Germans. The conditions of application of the term "boche" are that a person is a

German; the consequences of application are that any German is considered as barbarous and

more prone to cruelty than any other Europeans. If this term is inserted in my language, it may



clash with previously accepted inferences; new inferences can be drawn even with the only

elements of the old language, that could not have been drawn before the acceptance of the term

"boche", with all the power of introducing new inferences about Germans. Which is the point

here? The point is that the introduction of such a "charged" term may procuce contradictions;

while before "Boche" I accepted that Germans may be friends of mine, I am now compelled to

deduce that Germans cannot be friends of mine, and so on. Besides, if I still claim that some

Germans are friends of mine, it is not difficult to derive a contradiction; my language is not

only different from the same language I had before, but it is a language where I may deduce

what I may. This has enormous consequences in moral discourse, when we are concerned with

the introduction of very dense or highly charged words and concepts in a vocabulary (think of

"nigger", "whore", and so on). Brandom 1994, p.126 recalls Oscar Wilde, who -requested

whether some passage of his work constituted blasphemy, answered "Blasphemy is not one of

my words". He was keeping his language free from possible contradiction. Brandom criticizes

Dummett suggesting that nonconservativness shows that the word used has "a substantive

content". I don't think Dummett would disagree (in his 1991 (p.220) he says that the

introduction of deductive reasoning in a language without that practice makes a non

conservative extension; this is not certainly denying substantive content to conservative

extensions). The point is that, through inserting highly charged concepts in a language, we may

change it to a point where it produces confusions and deprives the language of his original

consistency. We have therefore to distinguish between non conservative extensions that

preserve the consistency (sometimes at the cost of abandoning old beliefs when accepting new

concepts from science) and non conservative extensions which run the risk of banalizing the

system, introducing unexpected contradictions (as in the case of Prior's "tonk").

The second difficulty of justification theories of meaning is the requirement of

harmony, for which a statement indirectly justified should be such that it could have been

direclty justified. Cozzo considers the requirement of harmony too strong because it conflicts

with moderate epistemological holism. The problem is that there is no clear idea of what it

means to be a direct verification of a statement in the past tense. Cozzo criticizes here the

proposal by Prawitz, for whom a direct verification if a statement in the past tense is "the direct

verification of its present tense counterpart which could have been asserted at the time in

question" (Cozzo, § 17). The objection is that Prawitz is stretching too much the notion of

direct verification, which relies on those ways to establish a sentence in learning. The

connection between direct verification and learning is clearly accepted by Prawitz 1994;

therefore he must be wrong. This conclusion does not follow, because no clear theory of

learning is put forward in this regard. Given a large amount of literature on the topic, it seems

reasonable to think that one of the most important form of child-training in learning language

is storytelling and invention. Contemporary research gives a lot of emphasis on this aspect of

language learning through inventing stories and using fictional and counterfactual reasoning.

In the training of a child in language learning a relevant part is constituted by experiments the



child performs with others (language is a social skill). Let us imagine the discussion: "you are

Tom, I am the detective, it is yesterday, and I see you in room 7. Now we…" Well, what is

there to say about these kinds of counterfactuals? They are basic in child training; may they be

considered direct verifications? I have no answer, but I would be a little more cautious on the

matter13.
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